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The Military Enlightenment: War and Culture in the French Empire from Louis XIV 
to Napoleon. By Christy Pichichero. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2017. 
ISBN 978-1501-70965-4. Illustrations. Notes. Index. Pp. xi, 301. $49.95.

In the field of military history, some of the most interesting recent work has re-
examined the “culture” of war in France in the era of the Revolutionary and Napo-
leonic Wars. Much of this work has been written by a new generation of scholars, 
including Jennifer Heuer, Brian Joseph Martin, Michael J. Hughes, Julia Osman, 
Christopher Tozzi, Thomas Dodman, and now Christy Pichichero. Focused on 
the “Military Enlightenment” that shaped these first “total” wars, Pichichero’s 
book exemplifies the depth as well as creativity of this new work. Re-reading 
the history not just of the military but also of the Enlightenment in eighteenth-
century France, it uncovers the antecedents of a number of modern phenomena 
in the practice and law of war, including the “band of brothers,” heroism among 
ordinary—including female—soldiers, war trauma, and humanitarianism.

Pichichero’s main argument is that the Enlightenment was “operationalized” 
in the military in eighteenth-century France. Countering the notion that “Military 
Enlightenment” is an oxymoron, she shows how these two developments were 
inextricably connected. Building on the work of David A. Bell and others on the 
link between the practice of “total” war and the dream of “total” peace, this book 
illuminates how the Military Enlightenment was a response to the modern chal-
lenge of trying to make warfare rational and humane, which became of central 
importance for the whole nation during the global “Second Hundred Years’ War” 
between about 1689 and 1815. As a result of the defeats and debts sustained in 
these wars, the French experienced a sense of military crisis, which they blamed on 
the “degeneracy” and “effeminacy” of the noble officer corps. In response, militaires 
philosophes and other proponents of the Military Enlightenment promoted such 
new—or newly defined—virtues as sensibilité, diplomacy, sociability, honesty, merit, 
restraint, cosmopolitanism, and humanity. Emphasizing care of wounded and sick 
soldiers, prisoners of war, and veterans, as well as civilians, the Military Enlighten-
ment was instrumental in the development of martial professionalism, military 
hygiene, medical science, and military psychology. In addition to promoting esprit 
de corps, it helped to invent the notion of human rights.

To substantiate these assertions, Pichichero devotes two chapters to detail-
ing the main individuals and institutions involved in the Military Enlightenment, 
including military “philosophers” and reformers (overseas as well as in France), 
civilian writers and artists, salons, periodicals, military cafés, Masonic lodges (whose 
members included a large number of military men), and, most interestingly, warfront 
comic theaters established by officers such as Maurice de Saxe to entertain but also 
to motivate the troops. After establishing that these institutions promoted “frater-
nity” in the military well before the French Revolution, she then examines two of 
the main discourses of the Military Enlightenment: humanitarianism, focused on 
care and protection of the human body; and heroism, re-located from the nobleman 
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to the honnête homme or common soldier, who constituted the basis for the “nation 
in arms” of the Revolution (Chapters 3 and 4). In the last main chapter, Pichichero 
then demonstrates how, through the dialectic of “total” war and “total” peace, the 
Revolutionary Wars enacted the Military Enlightenment, as evidenced by new 
military penal codes and laws, new procedures for military recruitment and advance-
ment, and the institution of the National Guard. While the Military Enlightenment 
languished under the imperial ambition of Napoleon Bonaparte, its principles would 
survive into the nineteenth century, shaping the modern international law of war, 
including its reliance on humanitarian organizations and adjudication of war crimes. 
As Pichichero concludes, “The gentlemanly cartels and moral tenets of the Military 
Enlightenment constituted the first generation in this genealogy” (p. 237).

Among the many strengths of this book are its diverse mix and close reading of 
primary sources, including not just those held by the national military archives (at 
Vincennes), but literary texts, performing arts, visual arts, philosophical treatises, his-
tories, military treatises, memoirs, letters, royal edicts, military and medical periodicals, 
dictionaries and encyclopedias, personal papers of military reformers, and records of 
salons, theaters, and Masonic lodges. Another strength is its attention to the longue 
durée: by tracing the story from the late seventeenth century across the French Revo-
lution and Napoleonic Empire into the nineteenth century, the book demonstrates 
the significance of the Military Enlightenment for modern military history. Prob-
ably the most impressive feature of the book, though, is Pichichero’s attention to the 
global space of the French empire—including not just Saint-Domingue, but North 
America and South Asia—as well as to the gender of military “heroism.” Highlight-
ing the contradictions of the Military Enlightenment, she details how, despite some 
cooperation and borrowing between French and Others in the “middle ground” and 
between men and those women who served or supported the French military, the 
sensibilité and humanitarianism of the militaires philosophes excluded many. As she 
argues eloquently in the conclusion, these contradictions persist in international 
humanitarianism as well as in the French military today. The quest of the Military 
Enlightenment, to make war more “humane,” continues to elude us.

Christine Haynes          University of North Carolina, Charlotte
      Charlotte, North Carolina

From Byron to bin Laden: A History of Foreign War Volunteers. By Nir Arielli. 
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2018. ISBN 978-0-6749-7956-7. 
Notes. Index. Pp. 295. $35.00.

The high profile nature of foreign born volunteers like Americans John Walker 
Lindh, Douglas McCain, and others elicit strong reactions in their home countries. 
The notion of a citizen of the United States, the United Kingdom, or another 
nation leaving and taking up arms against their place of birth or nation of residence 
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